
LANGUAGE SERVICES AT THE UPC FOR ACADEMIC 
STAFF DELIVERING LECTURES IN ENGLISH

THE EXPERIENCE OF THE LANGUAGE AND 
TERMINOLOGY SERVICE 



The UPC Language Plan promotes lecturing through English

“Provide language-learning courses, services 
and resources that are diverse with regard to 
format, requirements, target audience and 
communicative purpose, and that make use of 
virtual learning environments, Web 2.0, 
technology and informal learning strategies.”



English language support at the UPC

SLT  
Language and Terminology Service

Language plan and language services, technical language 
support

ICE
Institute for Educational Sciences

Teaching methodology and strategies

English Section
English language teaching for students



CLIL has a dual focus

SLT services have a single focus



CLIL
Content and Language Integrated Learning

SLT

Language and Terminology Service



The aim of the SLT’s language activities is to unravel some knots



The SLT’s language activities in the past have included:

• Individual coaching services

• Formal learning activities

• Informal language activities

• UPC and SLT online resources



Individual coaching provides  

• face-to-face tutoring on revised teaching material

• feedback on oral and written communication

• a tailored service 

• expertise acquired in-situ at Purdue University



The SLT’s language activities in the past have included:

•Individual coaching services

•Formal learning activities

•Informal language activities

•UPC and SLT online resources



Formal learning takes place in a 
virtual or a classroom environment

Virtual
Moodle/Atenea

Guided learning

Tutor

Self-study

Correction 

Feedback

Classroom
Teacher/language expert

Workshops



SLT virtual learning activities are called 
Academic Pathways

Academic Pathways in 2011/2012 included:

– The language of lectures

– Academic presentations

– Academic collocations

– Pronunciation and intonation



The “knots” that Pathways aim to unravel are related to

• the language of academic oral discourse; 

hedging, register, academic vocabulary, academic 
collocations, active voice, more pronouns, fewer complex 
words and phrases, signposting language, etc. 

• general language skills;

pronunciation, intonation, fluency, accuracy, etc.



Pathway Programme

Week 1: Features of oral discourse

Week 2: Commonly-used phrases in the classroom

Week 3: Academic vocabulary and terminology

Week 4: Language to structure a lecture

Week 5: The grammar of spoken English

Week 6: The language of graphs

Week 7: Situations I

Week 8: Situations II

In an academic pathway, there are 40 lessons. 



In each lesson, learners work with an 
existing online resource. 

In order to work on a specific language skill 
identified in that resource, the tutor creates a 

complementary learning exercise.



Assignment on the language of hedging 

Hedging
For example, you can hedge in some of the following ways:

Many experimental results are inconclusive. [Quantifier]
Experimental results are generally inconclusive. [Adverb]
Experimental results offer limited conclusions. [Adjective]
Experimental results can be inconclusive. [Modal]
A few experimental results can be inconclusive. [Quantifier + modal]
Some experimental results are inconclusive on occasions. [Quantifier + adverb]
Experimental results can sometimes be inconclusive. [Modal + adverb]

The combination of these hedging devices in phrases can be especially useful when discussing results or when formulating 
a conclusion:

It would appear to be the case that…
It is probable/possible/unlikely that…
The weight of available evidence suggests that…

ASSIGNMENT
Make these statements more cautious. If you like, you can try more than one option in some cases. 

1. Today everyone has a mobile phone.
2 Eating red meat increases cholesterol levels.
3. Global warming will have terrible consequences for the whole world.
4. Women are worse drivers than men.



Assignment based on a lesson on collocations

Academic collocations in use
Assignment: Go through the text. Mark the word or words you think could be changed and replace them with more

suitable collocations. In some cases, there is more than one possible answer. Remember, collocations improve accuracy and
fluency.

“Today, I am going to talk about actual applications of microchips. I
have decided to watch this subject from an industrial point of view,
rather than a scientific one. The reason because I want to do this is,
when you finish your career in engineering over 50% of you will end
up working in industry and not in science. Now that you are in the
final course of this degree, you should start thinking about how you
can apply what you have learnt to business. I assume that some of
you want to do ...



Assignment based on Class-Talk

Assignment: 
How do you say…?

Here are some phrases in Catalan. There are lots of ways of translating them into English. Translate 
them yourself and then check your translation with the one in Class-Talk. 

* The options given in Class-Talk are to help you produce concise phrases. If your sentence is 
phrased differently, it is not necessarily incorrect. The aim of the exercise is to compare your 
sentences with those in Class-Talk.

How do you say..?
• Deixeu que em presenti. Em dic Eva Roig.
• Farem un descans de cinc minuts a la mitja part.
• Ho sento, però no puc parlar més alt.
• Podeu fer preguntes en qualsevol moment de la classe.
• Els de l'última fila, ho veieu bé?
• No pretenc tractar de tots els detalls tècnics.
• Tothom té els documents que he repartit?

Class-Talk: www.upc.edu/slt/classtalk/



Workshops focus on “knots” related to

• UPC-specific terminology

• Academic terminology

• Academic writing

• Corpus and concordance

• Oral communication skills 



The SLT held workshops in 2011 on;

• Academic communication resources

• Research Articles: Abstracts and Introductions

• Delivering lectures in English

• Academic presentations in English

• Presenting in English: 3 steps forward



The SLT’s language activities in the past have included 

• Individual coaching services

• Formal learning activities

• Informal language activities

• UPC and SLT online resources



Informal activities take place in relaxed learning 
environments

The focus is on fluency

Speed Teaching

59 Seconds

Book Club

Pub Quiz



Speed Talking requires one person to explain a technical 
subject as clearly as possible in under 3 minutes.

• Explain how Wi-Fi works. 

• Explain to your partner what his/her

chances of winning the lottery are.

• Global warming in a nutshell.

• How were the Egyptian Pyramids built?



59 Seconds is the time you are allowed to comment 
on a specific subject related to current affairs 

• The King and his elephant-hunting trip

• Euro Vegas

• The death of Osama Bin Laden



The Book Club is a cultural activity in which participants 
comment on a book recommended by the tutor



The Pub Quiz is an informal social event where 
participants compete in small teams  



The SLT’s language activities in the past have included

•Individual coaching services

•Formal learning activities

•Informal language activities

•UPC and SLT online resources



SLT and UPC resources for academic staff

• Writer’s Toolbox

• Academic Communication Resources

• Higher Education Lexicon 

• UPCTERM

• Class-Talk



Writer’s toolbox is a blog
It provides expert advice on academic writing tools



Academic Communication Resources recommends reliable 
resources on academic and scientific writing



The Higher Education Lexicon  contains academic terminology in four 
languages extracted from a corpus of translations carried out at the UPC.



Class-Talk is a multilingual online phrase book with 
audio files.



UPCTERM is a multilingual data base that contains scientific and 
technical terminology specific to studies provided at the UPC 



Feedback from academic staff has been positive

Lecturers comment that the services 

• save time

• are extremely practical 

• provide answers to specific language requests

• give them greater autonomy 

• encourage lecturers to continue lecturing in   

English 



In the future, the SLT aims to continue unravelling some 
more knots



Thank you!
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